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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello! Welcome to the 23-24 CSI Human Resource Collection Training. This training is focused on providing updates to the collection from the prior year and sharing a few reminders.  It is designed for returning staff, but all staff are welcome to review this training along with the general overview training.  If you have questions while reviewing this training, feel free to reach out to the CSI data submissions inbox.



New for HR Collection
• Staff Evaluation and Quality Standards Removed

• Probationary Status Field Removed

• Coding addition of the Gender Field

The HR Record Checker Tool
• Access, opening, and using the tool

Timelines and Deadlines
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• Initial submittal, Level 1, Level 2, and Signed Summary Deadlines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for the agenda today, we will first be looking at what is new for the collection in 23-24.  This includes the removal of the Staff Evaluation and Quality Standards fields from the Staff Profile along with the removal of the Probationary Status field.  We’ll also discuss the coding addition to the gender field.  We’ll then jump into a reminder discussion on the resource called the HR Record Checker Tool.  We’ll finish off today’s training with the timelines and deadlines.  



Reminder: Starting Point Files 
and Template Available
• Returning CSI schools can access Starting Point Files 

• Contain the last submitted file data from 22-23 with some CSI 
updates***  

• Accessible in Google Drive (G-Drive): /HR/23-24/Starting Point

• New schools can fill out blank templates
• Staff Profile Template
• Staff Assignment Template

• For more information
• HR Data Collection Prep Overview
• HR Collection Training – General Overview

***Staff using Starting Point files are encouraged to review the HR Quick and General Overview trainings 
as they detail all the CSI updates that were made prior to providing school's access
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Prior to jumping into the 23-24 updates, I wanted to remind all CSI schools some details regarding the Starting Point files and templates available to them.  The Staff Profile and Staff Assignment Starting Point files are currently available in your shared folder in Google Drive.  They are the last files submitted from 22-23 with some CSI updates and flags for inaccurate data.  For a full listing of the flags and updates, you’ll want to review the General Overview training or the HR Data Collection Prep Overview document to ensure you are not updating something CSI has already done for you.  Also in this slide, there are links to the blank templates that can be used.  The templates for the Staff Profile and Staff Assignment files are primarily designed for new schools or new to CSI schools that don’t have this existing information readily available in this format.  These can also be used for schools with a significant amount of staffing changes over the last year.  Please be sure to review the other HR trainings and resources available if you need additional details on these topics.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/staff-profile-template/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/staff-assignment-template/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/hr-data-collection-prep-overview/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/returning-hr-data-contacts-training/


Updates for 23-24
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Now that you have an overview of what we will be discussing and a few file reminders, let’s jump into the updates for the 23-24 HR data collection.



Staff Evaluation and Quality Standards – 
Removed
All fields related to Evaluation and Quality Standards have been 
removed from the Staff Profile file.  

• All evaluation ratings were added to the newly created Staff Evaluation 
Interchange.

• This new interchange is not applicable to CSI schools since all have the 
appropriate waivers (22-9-106 and 22-2-112(1)(q)(l)) to zero fill this 
data.
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So, first I want to discuss the removal of all fields pertaining to staff evaluation and data quality standards.  These fields have been removed from the Staff Profile for the 23-24 school year.  This is due to the fact that they were added into a newly created staff evaluation interchange, which tracks staff evaluations in the late Spring.  Given all CSI schools have the appropriate waivers to zero fill this data anyways, CSI does not have to complete this collection.  If this changes in the future in terms of waivers, CSI may need to begin collecting this information.  



Probationary Status Field – Removed

The Probationary Status field has also been removed from the Staff 
Profile file as it also has been added to the Staff Evaluation 
Interchange.
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Another field which has been removed for the 22-23 school year is the Probationary Status field.  This field is also being collected on the Staff Evaluation Interchange, therefore has been removed from HR Collection.



Coding Addition – Gender Field

CDE has updated the Gender field options for the 23-24 school year (all 
collections) to now include 03 – Nonbinary as an applicable option.
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One update happening this year that impacts all collections is the addition of the 03 – Nonbinary to the coding options of the Gender field.  This can now be collected for any staff in the collection along with any student in other collections.



Reminder: District of Residence Field – 
Out of State Staff
The Staff District of Residence Field is required for all non-contracted 
staff Due to COVID and the changing work environment, more staff are 
working remotely and, in many cases, out of state. This has caused 
issues with the District of Residence field as it should be a Colorado 
school district.  In the event that you have staff working out of state, you 
should:

• Add two spaces followed by the state code in this 4-digit field
• For example “--WY” (dashes represent spaces) 
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The next topic I wanted to discuss today is the District of Residence Field for Out of State Staff.  This has become more prevalent in recent years leading to more staff working remotely and since I had several questions on this last year, I thought it was important to include.  The Staff District of Residence field is a 4-digit field that typically contains the district the staff person resides in.  The problem comes when the staff person does not live in a Colorado school district and lives out of state.  The natural inclination for this would be to put in the state code for this field, but the field length is 4, so CDE has recommended two spaces and then the state code to resolve this issue.  In the example listed in this slide the dashes represent spaces as it is easier to see, so for example you would have space space WY for a staff person living in Wyoming.  This doesn't come up all too often, but when it does, this information will prove to be helpful!  



Reminder: HR Record Checker 
Tool
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Now, lets revisit an important tool that CSI is providing to schools called the HR Record Checker Tool!



Purpose of the Record Checker Tool

• Identify and correct errors 
prior to submittal

• Fewer errors received 
upon initial submittal

• Fewer submissions to get 
to error clearance

• Collection errors cleared 
earlier in the process

For more details and information, see the Record Checker Instructions and Template Tool
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The purpose of the record checker tool is to identify and correct potential issues or errors prior to initial submittal of files to CSI.  The tool is essentially an excel template that allows you to paste your raw data files into it and any potential issues will be flagged on the review tabs.  This tool is not designed to catch every error, but if used properly – you should expect to see less errors on your initial submissions with the goal of less submittals to error clearance!  

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/HR-Record-Checker_Instructions_Final.pdf
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/HR-Collection-Record_Checker_Final.xlsx


SPED Record Checker Tool

***For further instructions and details on this tool, see the Excel for Data Submissions Module – Part 2
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As you can see here, the tool contains 4 main data tabs aside from the instructions tab, 2 for your raw data and 2 showing potential errors on each file.  Essentially, you want to paste your raw data into each corresponding raw tab and navigate to the checks tabs.  Anything that may potentially be an error will be highlighted on those.  The objective would be to navigate back to your files or HR system, make the corrections and create updated files for your initial submission. It is highly recommended to use this during the HR collection to reduce your errors making your job easier in the long run.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/excel-for-data-submissions-part-2/


Timelines and Deadlines
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Last, lets take a look at the timelines and deadlines for this collection!



HR Collection Timelines and 
Deadlines

Deadline Task
09/21/2023 Submit initial files (Staff Profile, Staff Assignment for HR)
11/16/2023 Schools must have all  Level 1 (Staff Profile/Staff 

Assignment) errors  cleared

01/16/2024 Schools must have all  Level 2 (HR and December Count-
Staff)  errors  cleared

Upon Error 
Clearance

CSI will provide Data Summary Reports to schools

1/26/2024** Submit Signed Certification Agreements to CSI
*Dependent upon all schools clearing errors by specified deadlines
**Any requests for changes must be received by CSI on or before 1/23/2024
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This slide lists all the deadlines that must be followed for the 23-24 HR Data Collection.  First, we have a date of 9/21 to have all your initial staff profile and staff assignment files submitted with level 1 error clearance for those files being on November 16th.  All school must have both level 1 and 2 errors cleared by January 16th 2024  and you will receive your summary report shortly thereafter.  The date to review, sign and return those is January 26th.  If after reviewing, you notice some changes that need to be made to your data, please submit those updated files to CSI by January 23rd to ensure files can be processed and a new summary report delivered to meet the deadline.  



Thank you for reviewing this training!

Contact the Submissions Inbox with Questions:
Submissions_CSI@csi.state.co.us
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Thank you so much for reviewing this training for the 23-24 HR Data Collection.  If you have questions, don’t hesitate to reach out to CSI and we are more than happy to assist you!  
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